Parker’s New Orleans City Park Scavenger Hunt!

There’s so much to see in the Park! Can you see all of these in your visit?

① A Bird in flight in the sky
② A Bug
③ A new Plant
④ A flower
⑤ Tree bark
⑥ The letters C and P on a Park sign/map
⑦ A tree with branches that reach the ground
⑧ A bird swimming in the water
⑨ American Flag
⑩ Bricks
⑪ A leaf larger than a playing card
⑫ The # 20
⑬ Spanish Moss
⑭ An acorn cap
⑮ A flower that smells nice
⑯ Something yellow
⑰ Humpty Dumpty
⑱ A boat
⑲ A twig shaped like a letter ‘Y’
⑳ A bike

Have fun today!
- Make sure to abide by all Park rules. & listen to adults.
- Remember to only take photographs & only leave footprints.
- Do not pull leaves or flowers from plants.
- Do not disturb the animals who call City Park home.
- Do not take items from the Park.

Take a look...